1. Word Search

Word Search

Y A P Z F C L D W O
D G A O C I A I R W
O R R W R R D M O L
G O R O O C X O A N
C W O O C U D N R W
H L T F O S U K V X
M O A P D A C E A G
E P R D I Z K Y C R
O I Y S L S N A K E
W G M P E Y B R E I

crocodile
parrot
duck
dog
monkey
snake
meow
pig
circus
growl
woof
owl
horse
lion
roar
2. If you could be any animal in the show, which would you be and why?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

3.

a. If you have a pet, draw a picture of them. If you do not have a pet, draw a picture of an animal you think would make a fun pet.

b. Then write a five-sentence story where you take an adventure with your pet.
4. Name that Instrument!

Stethoscope  
Cotton Swab  
Tongue Depressor  
Medicine Bag  
Thermometer

1. A device used to take a person/animals temperature ________________
2. A carrying case to hold all the doctor’s things ______________________
3. A device used to listen to the heart _______________________________
4. A stick used to keep the tongue down during an exam ______________________
5. A device used to clean ears softly______________________________

Commented [AJ3]: A better phrasing would be “a device used to safely clean ears”

Commented [AJ4]: A suggestion for another activity. “Dr. Dolittle can speak to animals! If you could talk to animals what animal would you want to talk to? Why? What would you say to them? Give them a space to draw themselves having a conversation with the animal of their choosing and then some space to write.”